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In the basement, there is a passageway, a hall to nowhere.
There is no gleam on the floor,

There is no light emitting from the burnt out bulbs that hang from the 
gray ceiling.

And at the end of the hall, you find nothing
Nothing but a featureless wooden door
Closed against those who would enter.

 
There is no sign
No indication

Of what could be inside.
Like an distant bird call of an unknown origin

In the beating tropical heat
It beckons you to listen and follow.

 
It is enough to send anyone's mind racing at the prospect

Of what could be hiding, lurking, waiting behind this door.
It seems to glow in the darkness of the hallway

As you stare into the realm of possibility.
 

It could be a room full of thousands of buttons and switches
Each one controlling an abstract machine

That beeps and whirrs and buzzes, dispensing
An out-of-focus photo of the user.

Behind the door could lie to the cure
To an incurable illness

A wild-eyed scientist, and her bubbling green formula, 
Trapped in this room.

Doomed to forever curse the fact
That her discoveries will go unused.

What wonders await beyond this door?
 

A large irritable camel might moan behind it,
Complaining about the economy.

Or perhaps it is a storehouse
For musical instruments

Of golden brass and jet black and bright, vibrant silver,
Abandoned after their invention
Because they sounded terrible.



Or maybe, the set of a familiar game show
Of cheesy hosts and trivial luck

Where contestants can win a fortune, a cruise
Or a year's supply of turtle wax.

What wonders await beyond this door?
 

One day, it got the better of me,
And I phoned a locksmith,

And opened the door.
What wonders awaited?

 
Brooms.


